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2-4 Players | Ages 12+
The Crommelin Comet reaches its closest
distance to Earth, or its periapsis, every 27
years. Scientists have recently discovered a
mistake in its orbital calculations and predict
that it will collide with Earth in the year 2038!
There is only one way to prevent this
catastrophic event: destroy the comet. In
order to complete this mission, four separate
rockets full of explosives must be launched
at it each time it approaches Earth. The last
time it was close enough to do this was
2011. Fortunately we live in an age where
time travel is possible and we can go back to
the last four occurrences that Crommelin
reached periapsis. Four brave scientists will
leap between the years 1930, 1957, 1984,
and 2011 simultaneously in order to destroy
the deadly comet. A secret experimental
rocket station built in 1929 while rocket
technology was still in its infancy is their only
hope. They must ensure the explosive cargo
reaches it in time. The only consistent form
of travel through these years is locomotive
so they will build a rail in order to get the
cargo to its destination. They have to be
careful, though, because their choices in the
past will affect the future. If they manage to
build a rail for all four trains to the rocket
station, all while repairing damaged rails,
and navigating around obstacles, then they
can save the planet! If, however, any one of
those trains falls off the tracks...... we’re
DOOMED.
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112 micro cards divided as follows:
○
64 Rail cards
■
4 of each Rail
○
32 Damage cards
○
8 Obstacle cards
○
8 Scraps cards
72 poker cards divided as follows:
○
68 card Build deck
■
3 of each Build
■
4 Wild
■
3 Move 1930
■
4 Move 1957
■
4 Move 1984
■
5 Move 2011
○
4 Role cards
4 Year mats
○
1930
○
1957
○
1984
○
2011
4 Cargo cubes
○
Green
○
Yellow
○
Red
○
Blue
4 Scientist pawns
○
Green
○
Yellow
○
Red
○
Blue
1 black 6 sided die

Object
Your team of scientists must work together
to launch the cargo of explosives at the
Crommelin Comet as it approaches Earth in
four different years simultaneously. To do
this, all of your cargo must reach the rocket
station by way of railroad. If, however, any
one of your trains falls off the track before it
reaches the station then you fail the mission!

setup

1. Place the Years: Take the four Year mats
and place them in chronological order (1930,
1957, 1984, 2011) from left to right with the
rails on the bottom and the rocket stations on
the top.
2. Build Obstacles: Roll a black
die. Place an Obstacle card on the
space with the matching white
number in years 1957, 1984, and
2011. Roll the black die again. Add
6 to that number and place an
obstacle in the year 2011. For
example, if your 2nd roll is a 3,
place an obstacle on space 9 (3+6)
in 2011.

3. Place the Damage deck: Shuffle
the 32 Damage cards and place the
deck face down off to the side of the
Year mats.
Leave room for a
discard pile.
4. Activate Scraps cards: Deal out
5 Scraps cards to the left of the
1930 Year mat face up in a column.
These cards will be available to all
of the players.
5. Arrange the Rail cards:
Organize all of the Rail cards so that
all 4 cards of each letter are
matched together. Next place all
letters A through P face up above
the Year mats in individual stacks.
6. Initialize the Cargo: For every year,
place a colored cargo cube below the
starting rail. The cargo sits just off the mat
below the matching colored symbols for the
start of the game.

7. Choose your Roles: Each player
chooses a Role card and matching colored
pawn. Place your pawn on the space with
the matching colored pawn icon. Be sure to
read the description on each Role card to
determine your special ability.

8. Deal out Build cards: Shuffle
the Build deck and deal the max
hand limit to each player. The
max hand limit is dependent on
how many players are in the
game. Consult the table under
the rules for Hand Limit for the
max hand limit. Place your cards
face up in front of you so that the
entire team can see them. If
anyone gets a Move card, give
them a replacement card and
shuffle the Move card back into
the Build deck. Place the Build
deck face down next to the Year
mats. Note: There will be a
Build discard pile right next to
the Rails deck.

Order of Play
The player in the earliest year goes first and
play continues to the left. On a player’s turn,
do the following actions in order:
1. Draw a Build card
2. Draw for Damage
3. Travel through time
4. Move
5. Trade cards with one player in Year
6. Build a Rail / Repair Rail / Move All

1. Draw a Build Card
Draw a card from the top of the Build draw
pile. If it is a Move card, move the cargo
along the Rail in the designated year. See
the rules for Cargo Move Cards. If it is a
Build card and it places your hand over the
limit, choose a card to discard and place it in
the Build discard pile.

2. Draw for Damage
Draw a card from the
Damage deck. The Damage
card will indicate which year
and column it corresponds
to. Look for the matching
number above the columns
within the Year mats. Place
a Damaged Rail card on top
of the Rail card closest to the
Rocket Station in that
column.
A damaged Rail
must be repaired before the
cargo moves onto it. If the
Damage card is ignored or
the Damage card is blank,
place it in the Damage
discard pile.
When the
Damage draw deck is empty,
shuffle the Damage discard
pile and start a new Damage
draw pile.
Ignore
the drawn Damage card if:
●
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The closest rail in Its column already has
a damaged Rail
There are no Rail cards in its column
The Rail to be damaged in its column is
occupied by Cargo
The Damage card is blank.

sNOTE: The Chemist doesn't draw for Damage.
3.s Travel Through Time
You may choose to travel to
another Year mat. When doing
so, move your pawn to the
corresponding space in another
Year. Use the numbers on the
spaces or letters on the built
Rail cards to help identify the
corresponding spaces.

4. Move

6. Build / Repair a Rail

Scraps Cards

You may move your pawn to
an adjacent space in the
same Year. You may only
move vertically or horizontally
and not diagonally. In 1930
and 1957 you can only move
1 space. You may move 2
spaces in 1984 and 2011.
The number above the arrow
icon at the top of the Year
mats identifies the number of
spaces you can move in that
year. You do not have to use
all
of
your
allowed
movement. More than one
pawn is allowed to occupy
the same space at the same
time. You cannot move onto
5. Trade cards in
obstacles.

At the end of your turn you can
either Build a rail at the space your
pawn is standing on or Repair a
damaged Rail your
pawn is
standing on.
When repairing,
simply remove the Damaged Rail
card and place it in the Rail Damage
discard
pile.
When building
you must have the correct
number of matching Build cards in your hand
for the year you are in. You must have 3
matching cards in 1931, 2 in either 1957 or
1984, and only 1 for 2011. The number
above the rail icon at the top of the Year mat
identifies the number of matching Build cards
required to build in that year. If you have the
correct number of matching cards and that
Rail is still available, remove the used Build
cards from your hand and the game. Place
the corresponding Rail card under your
pawn. Then place the remaining matching
Rail cards in every corresponding space in
every future Year. If a Rail already exists on
that space in the future, keep the existing
card. Flip any remaining Rail cards face
down to designate them as unavailable. For
the rest of the game, you can no longer build
that same Rail letter.

For your build action, you may flip over a
Scraps card. Once a Scraps card is used, it
may never be used again. This allows you
to choose ANY Unavailable Rail card and
place it on the space you are on by
discarding a Build card (it does not have to
be a matching Build card). You may do this
even if that space currently has a built Rail or
is Damaged. In the case of Damaged rails,
discard the Damage card. This Build only
occurs in the Year you are in and does NOT
continue into the future. You cannot replace
obstacles with Scraps.

Year

You can only trade with a player that is
within the same Year mat as you. You may
only trade with one other player in that year.
Trade as many cards as you like, but by the
end of the trade no player can have more
cards than their max hand limit.

In the example above, the blue player trades
Rails P and G to the red player for Rails N
and I. This leaves the blue player with a pair
of I Rails and the red player with two Rail
pairs: G and P.

Wild Build Cards
Build cards that are labeled ‘Wild’ may be
matched with any other Build card.

Cargo Move Cards
When a player draws a “Move” card, the
matching colored cargo in that year moves to
the next Rail card. If this is the first “Move”
card, the cargo enters the Year mat on top of
the designated icon at the bottom of the
Year mat.

Each consecutive “Move” has the cargo
follow the built railroad. Only move the
cargo to the end of the next Rail card even if
more rails exist in front of it.

FAQ

Optional Move ALL

Scoring

During your Build or Repair action, you may
instead choose to discard your entire hand in
order to move the cargo in every year. This
can be useful for forcing the trains to move
along after you have completed building all
of your rails. Be careful though! Damaged
rails can still occur and cause you to lose the
game.

Did you win the game? Do you want to
compare how you did versus other
sessions? Use the following system for
scoring your game so you can keep track of
your wins.

If the Deck Runs Out
Shuffle the Build discard pile into a new Build
draw pile. Do not include the utilized Build
cards that have been removed from the
game. Continue gameplay as normal.

Hand Limit

●
●

Add 50 points per delivered Cargo
Add 10 points per unused (NOT
unavailable) Rail card
Add 25 points per unused Scraps card
Subtract 5 points per Damaged rail

Adjusting Difficulty

If you find the game too easy or too hard, try
adjusting some of the game elements listed
in the following table. The left column makes
the game easier and the right column makes
the game more difficult.

# of Players

Max Hand Limit

2

6

Easier

Harder

3

4

4

3

Less Movement
Remove 1 of each
Move card from the
Build deck.

No Abilities
Play without any of
the Scientist abilities

Less obstacles
(only 1 in 1984 and
2011)

More obstacles
(1 in 1930, 2 in
1957 and 1984, and
3 in 2011)

More Scraps cards
Setup 8 Scraps cards

Less Scraps cards
Setup 3 Scraps
cards

Larger hand size
Increase max hand
size by 1.

More Damage
Remove the blank
cards from the
Damage deck.

Game End
Winning the Game
Your team of scientists wins if the Cargo
reaches the Rocket Station in all four years.
Congratulations
on
preventing
the
Crommelin Comet from smashing into Earth!
Losing the Game
Your team loses if your Cargo falls off the
tracks, runs into an obstacle, or drives onto a
damaged rail in any of the years.
●
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Q: When does a train make it to the rocket
station?
A: A train moves to the train station when a
move card is drawn and a rail forces the train
to move vertically from space 1, 2, or 3.
Once there, it stops movement.
Q: What happens to the leftover Build cards
that go unmatched but not removed from the
game?
A: These cards become freebies to discard
when your hand goes over the limit or to use
for Scraps. Keeping them in the draw pile
slows down the movement of the trains as
well!

Special Thanks
I'd like to thank you for playing my game. I
realize there are thousands of board games
to choose from and feel honored that you
chose my game. Be sure to try some of the
other games by Concept Medley!
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